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Introduction
We are now well into the new specification and this was the fifth Unit 1 exam paper.
There were some real discriminators on the paper such as Question 13(b) where a surprising number
of candidates were unable to write a clear open question. No problem with the closed question. Lots
and lots gave a closed question with “Why” added on the end. Some just gave a closed question. Only
better candidates could use terms such as “Explain why” at the start appropriately.
The majority of answers to Question 14 chose Craik and Tulving and on the whole, answers were well
written. There was some confusion between results and conclusions with better scripts hedging their
bets by giving both and picking up full marks. A small percentage wrote about a study that was not
on the list (Hoﬂing and Godden and Baddeley were the most common studies). Many only managed
to gain 2 marks as the aim and conclusion were very basic. Those that did receive 3 marks tended to
earn the extra mark in the conclusion rather than the aim.
Question 16 also gave the better candidates a chance to demonstrate what they had learned from
their cognitive practical. Those who did well on this question often made good use of the suggestions
contained in the bullet points and those who took these point by point often did the best. A large
number of candidates understood the idea of ‘standardisation’ well. The best answers did understand
research design ﬂaws and applied these well to their own study with a handful of answers giving no
indication at all that a study had been completed, understood and evaluated.
The essay is always a real discriminator and the majority of answers showed good knowledge for
AO1 with the three stages of SIT described. However AO2 for many answers were weak, poor use of
examples and descriptions of relevant studies. Good answers included additional studies and applied
the findings to the Vamps and Howlers example. Limitations of SIT as an explanation of prejudice were
often quite weak, for example students would use throw away comments such as “it does not explain
individual differences” or “charismatic leadership could explain prejudice” thus lacking in detail.
On the multiple choices nearly all candidates correctly answered Q1 and Q10. However Q11 which
dealt with Tulving and Cue dependent theory was only correctly answered by better candidates,
demonstrating their depth of knowledge.
For Question 12a the majority of students did Meussand Raaijmakers and described it well. There
were some excellent answers showing a real depth of knowledge and level of detail. Some, of course,
did describe Hoﬂing's study gaining no marks. But it seems lessons have been learned from June 2009
here.
Question 13(d) on evaluating surveys was not done as well as expected considering what a common
question it is. Social desirability and demand characteristics were often blurred. Many responses
focussed too heavily on administrative difficulties – time, cost etc. Responses discussing interpretive
weaknesses and sample bias generally gained highest marks. Most students were able to describe
two weaknesses of surveys but few were able to gain the full 4 marks by using technical terms
appropriately.
Question 15 was the most poorly answered question on the paper. Some lost marks because they
used psychological theories or studies in part (a) and then described the issue part (b). Very few
acknowledged the answer was supposed to represent an email even though this was clearly stated.
Others just couldn't resist it even if they were then repeating themselves in part (b). Some still don’t
realise they had to make it an issue (question or debate) so just described EWT or Flashbulb memory.
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Question 12
Part (a) was generally well answered with many candidates gaining the full 5 marks. However, some did
have a tendency to write 'all they knew' about the procedure and hence lost their potential for full marks.
Majority of students did Meeusand Raaijmakers and described it well. Some did Slater (again well)
Answers generally were detailed although aim and conclusions were weaker than the procedure.
Many students cite the aim and then repeat this in the conclusion. Procedure was often the most
comprehensive section; though frequent misreporting of actual procedure used, particularly in difference
between control and experimental groups. Results generally well reported, as were conclusions, though
these were often too brief to receive full credit.
The best answers given systematically covered main points of the study’s aims, subjects, recruiting
method, design factors, results and conclusions. At the lower end of the scale, answers were badly
organised and confused the study with Milgram’s. Of particular note with more successful answers was the
understanding of psychological abuse as opposed to physical harm being a feature of today’s society.
In part (b) most responses got at least some credit. Responses usually focussed on standardisation/
replicability, ecological validity and ethics. A large number of answers here made generalised references
to weaknesses of any research without particular reference to the study being assessed. Other insufficient
answers could identify details from the study but not state what the design ﬂaw was as many did not
fully understand terms such as ‘ecological validity’ or ‘standardised procedure’ and were using them
indiscriminately. Few candidates were able to achieve full marks here for these reasons. Again, the best
answers approached things systematically. Few candidates extended both the strength and weakness
to achieve 2 marks each. Evaluation was often generic - 'the study lacked ecological validity because it
was a lab experiment'/'the study was reliable because the controls meant it could be replicated'. More
able candidates would give an illustration of a control which facilitated replicability or a feature of the
experimental design which meant it lacked ecological validity but these were rare. A large number of
candidates gave the fact that the sample size was too small to be generalisable which is not necessarily
true.
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Examiner Comments
This answer gets 7 marks altogether
Part a gets five marks.
One mark for the aim - there is mention of destructive obedience and real life setting (and what that is).
There is enough for the max 2 marks for the procedure so two marks there.
The 92% result is clear (see mark scheme) for one mark.
The control condition result about levels dropping significantly is part of the study and the words 'dropped significantly'
are exact from the study (see mark scheme) so one mark for a result here.
If 5 marks had not already been given, there is also a conclusion mark about the more liberal culture and so on (one mark)
Part b gets two marks
One mark for the strength and one mark for the weakness. In both cases they are generic and not elaborated (e.g.
strength needs mention of replicability...). So two marks.
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Question 13 (a)
The majority of candidates were unable to elaborate in order to achieve both marks here. Others gave
far too generic definitions or just simply wrote about surveys being questions you asked people. Better
candidates talked about different types of questions / interviews.

Examiner Comments
This answer gets one mark
The point about open and closed questions gets towards a mark (the mark scheme includes 'questionnaire'
- see second marking point) and adding qualitative and quantitative data makes it one mark at that point.
Adding about gathering information is like 'getting opinions about a topic' which on its own does not get a
mark. So just the one mark.

Question 13 (b)
Too many candidatesgave a closed question with 'why' added on the end. Others just gave a closed
question. The better answers allowed a free response and usually started the question with 'explain
why'.

Examiner Comments
This answer gets one mark
It is clearly an open question asking why - which does not restrict the respondent - so one mark
And clearly about junk food/healthy eating so no problem there.
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Question 13 (c)
Answered well, much better than the open questions. Clearly most students know the difference but
are unable to write an open question in exam conditions. Some novel and creative answers given, all
creditworthy if they elicited a restricted response.

Examiner Comments
This answer gets one mark
There is a clear intention to restrict the answer to 'yes' or 'no' and this is closed, so one mark.
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Question 13 (d)
This question seemed to challenge many candidates, methodological evaluations were weak such as
'surveys are expensive and time consuming' or 'surveys lack generalisability because there are not
enough participants'. Few responses lacked sufficient development to be worth two marks each.
Candidates who made use of the stimulus material and made reference to the issue of healthy eating
often did well as they used this to give illustrative examples of the evaluative points they were
making, thus providing extended responses worth two marks. For example, 'people who respond to
surveys may not tell the truth as they may wish to appear better than they are (social desirability)
e.g. they might lie about how often they eat fruit'.
Also, some answers, again, rolled out generalised statements with no understanding indicated
or application to the issue of weaknesses of surveys. Better answers achieving more marks could
distinguish between closed and open questions and the implications for data collected.

Examiner Comments
This answer gets 3 marks
There are more than two weaknesses here.
The first weakness is about a low response rate and affecting representativeness - which gets one mark
The point about quantitative data being superficial is not elaborated enough so does not get a mark.
Then another weakness is about validity and giving politically correct answers, which gets two marks as the
answer mentions lack of validity, the reason for that, and being untruthful - two marks here
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Question 14
In part (a) responses were almost always either Craik and Tulving or Peterson and Peterson. For the
former a few forgot to mention recall while in the latter a few forgot to mention STM. A number
of students described divers cue dependency study instead of levels of processing when citing
Tulving. Aims on levels of processing rarely gained full credit due to lack of elaboration of semantic/
structural/phonetic processing. Aims on Peterson often quite confused about what was actually being
tested. Some students would state the aim and then repeat the aim as the conclusion. Good answers
used correct terms e.g. trigrams for Peterson and Peterson. A minority unfortunately evaluated Meuss
and Raaijmakers from Q12.
In (b) weaker answers repetitively ran through general research study weaknesses with no reference
to the study in hand and no indication of understanding. Better answers could identify IVs and DVs and
indicate strengths and weaknesses and most answers were able to identify an application to real life
and excellent answers could successfully refer to arguments surrounding whether ‘deeper processing’
is actually being measured at all by the methods used. Most answers to Peterson and Peterson
understood the difficulties of applying ‘trigrams’ to real life but little else in the majority of cases.
Issues of reliability and validity of the studies were well written and in many cases these were fully
explored with good use of specific examples of controls/setting issues. Application to real life was
better addressed by candidates using Craikand Tulving, some managing responses worth two marks for
this point. Some candidates just randomly evaluated Meeusand Raaijmakers in this question, despite
having outlined the aims and conclusions of an appropriate cognitive study in 14a, as if they had
perhaps turned over two pages and thought they were answering an extension of Q12. A small number
of candidates wrote about Craik and Tulving in 14a and then evaluated a totally different study (one
that is not on the list) in this section.
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Examiner Comments
This gets 6 marks
Part a gets 3 marks
One mark for the aim - there is not enough for two marks (not as much as the third marking point in the mark scheme)
The conclusion gets 2 marks - see third marking point in the mark scheme - this is a bit different but there is depth in the
answer that means there are two marks. One point is about structural being shallow and quicker, the other point is about
semantic being deeper because of meaning so information stays longer. There is quite a bit here, so two marks.
Part b gets 3 marks
There is one mark for the first point about lab experiments, controls, there being other factors...there is no mention of
replicability but enough elaboration to get the mark. There is one mark for the second point about ecological validity
being low as the setting was unfamiliar. There is one mark for the last paragraph - that meaning helps memory - see first
marking point (first half of it) on the mark scheme.
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Question 15
The vast majority of candidates addressed the question of reliability of EWT as their cognitive key
issue and many described this quite well. However, there are still a significant number of candidates
who do not pose the key issue as a question, just stating Eye Witness Testimony or Cognitive Interview
as their issue. There was also a great deal of theory being used in the description of the issue.
A few students chose to write about other cognitive issues such as the computer analogy and multistore model of memory or forgetting which did not receive any credit. There were inevitably those
who wrote about a social key issue. Few answers could identify an issue and where this was done,
it was more in the form of a statement than a question. Answers that did identify the right question
were mostly based on EWT with very few scripts choosing another topic at all. Where answers chose
another issue, none were done successfully and there was clearly great confusion between what
constitutes an issue and what is a theory or a study. The few better answers could indicate research
that suggests EWT produces too many ‘false’ accounts and erroneous convictions.
So many students ignored the "imaginative" bit of the instruction in part (b). Only a few candidates
achieved full marks for this reason. Flashbulb memory was the second most popular issue raised but
few were able to tackle this well with almost no answers actually defining either what a ﬂashbulb
memory is or what the issue with them is. Even those who did fulfil the email brief struggled to get 3
marks using one concept to explain the issue.
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Examiner Comments
This answer gets 6 marks
Part a gets 4 marks
There is the ID mark at the top and then the point about being wrongly convicted gets a mark. There is an
elaboration mark for the point about being used by police and another mark for the last two sentences - if
there were 5 marks available these would be achieved.
Part b gets 2 marks
One mark for writing about not being in the same place when they wrote the statement. One mark for lacking
context cues because of this. The last point is repetition. Note there would not be three marks in any case as
no link to it being an email so max 2 (see mark scheme).
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Question 16
Too may candidatestended to describe the problems they had encountered rather than evaluating
them.
However the majority were attempting some evaluation even if at times poorly expressed.
A number of students referred to the social practical and so received no marks. Problems with use
of opportunity sampling often discussed in relation to generalisability, use of standardised measures
in relation to replicability generally well done, though frequent reference to time, temperature,
tiredness etc were superﬂuous. Research design and operationalisation of variables rarely discussed
in any detail. Ethics usually just described gaining consent and offering right to withdraw rather
than any examination of potential ethical difficulties in study. Better responses referred to use and
justification of deception. The best answers did understand research design ﬂaws and applied these
well to their own study with a handful of answers giving no indication at all that a study had been
completed, understood and evaluated. Candidates who did well on this question often made good use
of the suggestions contained in the bullet points and those who took these point by point often did
the best.
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Examiner Comments
This answer gets 3 marks
The point about population validity is suitable though itcould do with more explaining by reference to the
study.
The point about design is also suitable, thoughrather general, and shows understanding of methodology
(remember here that there is the list of four points that are suggested in the question, and if a point is
general it may come from candidates following the list, which is fine, but to get more credit the point needs
to link to the study itself).
The point about controls...leading to reliability is also creditworthy and is well linked to the study.
So there are three points (though rather general and some description of what was done as well). This is not
Level 3 as the answer is not 'thorough', the points are not 'very good' and there is some irrelevance. So bottom
of level 2 and 3 marks.
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Question 17
A high proportion of students gave accurate descriptions of categorisation, identification and
comparison, with better responses also discussing why these processes occur e.g. boost own selfesteem. Weaker answers gave general description of people wanting to be in groups with reference
to discrimination/prejudice with no reference to how or why this occurs. Evaluations were generally
fairly weak, with some description of minimal group and/or robber’s cave studies. Better responses
included real world applications – most often football violence or Abu Ghraib, with the best responses
including weaknesses of the theory, particularly in terms of individual differences and other factors,
e.g. historical, competition for resources as reasons for inter group hostility. Virtually all candidates
were able to engage with the source and apply SIT to it. Very good, sound, descriptions of SIT on the
whole, the evaluation not as strong. Where Sherif was used, a large number of candidates focused
on the competition that is needed for prejudice to occur. Many treated this question as a 'ways of
reducing prejudice' question, restricting their time/ability to evaluate the theory as an explanation
for prejudice. Almost all candidates made good use of the 'vamps' and the 'howlers' in their description
of the three processes of SIT.
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Examiner Comments
This answer gets 11 marks
Description: This answer is very nicely set out and logically explained using the three parts of the theory.
There are not many examples, but the description is clear. The answer does link to the stimulus material
towards the end of the first page and brings Tajfel in too when linking to the two groups. So description is
sound and Level 4
Evaluation: Then there are studies in support and 'against' (these come from the 'Angles' textbook that goes
with the course). The findings of the studies are used to evaluate the theory and there is detail.
With an essayat this level it is important tonote why ithas stillnot scored the full 12 marks. Here the studies
are not linked in detail to the theory in each case, to show how they explain or do not support the study (e.g.
Dobbs and Crane) (though the reader can deduce how the studies link to the theory). So 12 marks are not
achieved in this case.
So Level 4 but not top mark s- it is clearly a good answer, so 11 marks.
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It’s pleasing to note that candidates and centres are showing continual improvements for questions
with specific requirements and responding well to issues raised on previous examiner reports. Overall
candidates appeared to understand the nature of the paper and the areas of the course drawn
through the questions. Generally most candidates had a good attempt at all questions, which was very
pleasing.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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